
Subject: Interview questions
From: Ellen Riotto <ellen@southpark.la>
Date: 01/16/2018 09:50 AM
To: "Bob Buente (bbuente@1010dev.org) (bbuente@1010dev.org)"
<bbuente@1010dev.org>, Robin Bieker <robin@biekerco.com>
CC: Ken Nakano StreetPlus.net <knakano@streetplus.net>

All,

Attached are the resumes of the candidates we’re meeting today, and interview questions to 
help guide discussion.

See you all at 1:15pm.

From: Steve Hillard <shillard@streetplus.net>
Date: Tuesday, January 16, 2018 at 8:43 AM
To: Ellen Riotto <ellen@southpark.la>, "Bob Buente (bbuente@1010dev.org) 
(bbuente@1010dev.org)" <bbuente@1010dev.org>
Cc: "Ken Nakano StreetPlus.net" <knakano@streetplus.net>, Katie Kiefer 
<katie@southpark.la>
Subject: <no subject>

Good luck with the interviews this afternoon.  I feel confident that you will have a wide 
range of choices with different backgrounds.  I was pleased with each of them and would 
hire any of them.

As a point of reference, to protect you from potential co-employment issues associated 
with conducting interviews.  Be sure to make a statement at the beginning of the interview 
that says something like this:

“Thank you for agreeing to this introductory meeting with us.  The position you 
interviewed with is with Streetplus and not South Park.  Your employer will be Streetplus, 
not South Park.  Streetplus has conducted the employment interviews and verified your work 
history and skills.  This meeting is considered an introductory meeting only.  Salary, 
benefits and schedule will be determined by Streetplus if you are selected for this 
position.  Do you understand this?”

Call me if you have any questions.  Let’s hope we have a solid applicant that you guys 
like today so we can take the next step.
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Steve Hillard | President and Principal

154 Conover Street

Brooklyn, NY 11231

Direct: 610-466-9770 | Mobile: 718-757-1758
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Attachments:

image001.png 22.3 KB

Aileen Morales.pdf 34.9 KB

Marty Arps.pdf 25.7 KB

Rachel Straight.pdf 9.7 KB

Raul Lua.pdf 72.7 KB

Security Program Manager Interview Questions.docx 119 KB
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